
Objective: Improving upon an existing job discovery and job application
platform for the Indian ecosystem(blue and grey collar workers and recruiters).

The Problem:

What is the problem (or opportunity) I’m trying to solve?
1. Job applicants have a tendency to apply to all available jobs listed even when

they are not certain or convinced about the alignment of the job description
with their skillset and expectations. By focusing on quantity over quality, they
often drop in the hiring process as they realise they aren’t interested in
interviewing when shortlisted. This leads to waste of time and resources for
the recruiters and also for the applicant.
Therefore, the opportunity here is to match the right candidates with the
recruiter and also to reduce the entire hiring and job discovery time.

Why is it important to the users and the business? What insights am I
operating on?

1. For the stakeholders(users), the delay in the hiring and shortlisting process
often results in candidates losing interest in that position and recruiters losing
out on potential candidates. For the business, it is important to maintain the
user’s satisfaction and meet their needs without which the number of active
users will start to decrease.

[According to a February 2021 report by Indeed, 28% of job applicants had
ghosted a prospective employer over the past year. That’s up from 18% in
2019, despite a global pandemic wreaking havoc on the job market and
creating a shortlist of employment options. The numbers are even more
startling from the employer side, with 76% reporting they’ve been ghosted
in the past year and 57% saying it’s more common than ever before.

Also, 42% of job applicants do not meet skills
requirements.(https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/survey-42-percent-
of-job-applicants-dont-meet-skills-requirements-but-companies-are-willing-to-t
rain-up-300813540.html) ]

What else have been tried here previously?
Personalised recommendations and various filters like location, skills, interest, salary
have been incorporated to match the interest of the job seekers.

How did I measure the size+urgency of the problem?
According to Indeed’s report, the reasons for ghosting among job seekers varies,
with 20% saying they received a better job offer in the meantime, 13%

https://www.indeed.com/lead/impact-of-covid-19-on-job-seeker-employer-ghosting


dissatisfied with the salary offered and 15% indicating they decided the job wasn’t
the right fit for them. This is a major problem that needs to be addressed
otherwise this ghosting trend is going to be on the rise leading to user
dissatisfaction.

The Product Solution & its scope:

Solution #1 : From a job applicant’s perspective, mandatory prioritising of
applications is to be done by assigning a rank against each job application. So,
among n jobs, the one listed at the top will go to a segment that will be reviewed first
at the recruiter's end.
Case 1 :
From applicant’s side,
Step 1- Apply to a bunch of jobs at the same time.
Step 2- Rank them
Step 3- Make edits of ranking before the application is seen and reviewed.
From recruiter’s end,
Step 1- Get the list of candidates who ranked their applications as 1.
Step 2- Only if the requirements are not met in the first list, he will move to the
second set of list of candidates.



Case 2 :
From applicant’s side,
Step 1- Apply to jobs on a daily basis.
Step 2- Rank these applications as and when applied. Now, edits in rankings are
allowed before the recruiter reviews the application.

Pros : Shorter hiring time as only serious candidates are expected to apply. Also, a
better fit is expected.
Cons : Applicants will be tempted to rank those applications higher up that provide
more compensation and that would defeat the purpose of sending out meaningful
applications. This is more of a loophole.

Effort required is less and benefit is medium.

Solution #2 : Introducing the concept of grouping applications into similar cohorts or
groups and then proceeding from there.
Step 1- Find similarity among profiles and group applications received into different
segments.
Step 2- Find a common denominator in each group that has the highest similarity
percentage within that group.
Step 3- Rank profiles of each group in descending order of percentages.
Step 4- Recruiters will have to make a fictional persona with traits set as per
requirement and then shortlisted profiles will be vetted and the most close match will
be selected.

Pros : Reduces human intervention thereby avoiding bias as much as possible.
Cons : Complex implementation and process and a very impersonal way to get to
know a candidate.

Effort required is more and the benefit is high.

What metrics am I intending to move?
Business centric metric-

1. # of job offers received by a user / # of applications sent
2. # of users who received a job offer / # of applications sent by the user
3. Average time taken to fill up a vacant position




